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Managing Director
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EbolaCare

Options

Please select an option:

- Daily Checkups
  - View/create daily checkups
- ETU Transfer
  - Child transferred to ETU
- Exit (Discharge)
  - Discharge from quarantine
- Edit Details
  - Edit child’s details
- Back
  - Back to HOPE 21 main

Select a task:

- Contact Tracing Logs
  - Track and trace individuals
- Ambulance Services
  - Request a patient transfer
- HOPE 21
  - Observe and evaluate a child
- UAC/SC
EbolaCare

Select a task:

- **Contact Tracing Logs**
  - Track and trace individuals

- **Ambulance Services**
  - Request a patient transfer

- **HOPE 21**
  - Observe and evaluate a child

- **UAC/SC**
  - Track UAC/SC children

Update GPS location

Proceed
Proceed to the next section

Exit
Back to Main Menu
HOPE 21: Daily Checkup

Temp Reading

Temp Reading

Medication Given

Medication Given

Symptoms

☐ Fever

☐ Red Eyes

☑ Vomiting

☐ Diarrhea
PocketSmile

Settings

Show faces:
10 times a day

Don’t send notifications before:
9 AM

Don’t send notifications after:
11 PM
Digiscapes
Dr Henry Chapman